XXXVII Annual Meeting of Indian Academy of Neurosciences
Department of Anatomy and Physiology
All India Institute of Medical Sciences
Ansari Nagar, New Delhi, India
November 19 – 21, 2019

“NEURON TO BEHAVIOR”

With immense pleasure, we invite you to participate in the XXXVII Annual Meeting of Indian Academy of Neurosciences, which will be held at All India Institute of Medical Sciences - New Delhi, one of the leading institutes in patient care, medical education and research in the country. The conference will focus on advances in the field of neurobiology and encourage presentations by promising researchers.

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME*
The program will feature sessions and events that will focus on the scientific enrichment of delegates in terms of:
- Preconference workshops and CME
- Plenary sessions, Invited talks and Orations
- Oral & Poster presentations
- Young Scientist Colloquium
- Award sessions

CALL FOR SYMPOSIA# ON THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:
- Aging and Nutrition
- Autonomic and Clinical Neuroscience
- Computational neuroscience
- Emerging techniques in neuroscience
- Emotional and Cognitive behavioral neuroscience
- Neural Plasticity and Neuromodulation
- Neurodevelopmental and Neurodegenerative disorders
- Neurogenetics and Stem cells
- Neuroimaging
- Neuronal signalling and Glia.

#Deadline: April 30, 2019
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* Visit <www.ianaiims2019.com> / Email us @ <ianaiims2019@gmail.com>